August 28 – September 4, 2019: The week when a “proud capitalist” whose Twitter bio reads “We are all sinners, saved by Jesus.” runs half the Board speaking about the hypocritical wealth of Democratic candidates.
1) **Donald Trump**

"I am so tired of hearing the rationalization of the Left in the country because they hate Donald Trump. Inexplicably and without foundation, they choose to hate America. The Democrats have truly become the party of hate."  

@LouDobbs

6:04 PM - 3 Sep 2019

22,697 Retweets 91,259 Likes

---

Christopher Zullo @ChrisZullo · 14h

Replying to @realDonaldTrump @LouDobbs

You don’t Make America Great Again by oppressing minorities, protecting corporations, fighting perpetual war, ignoring education and denying science. Stop scapegoating undocumented, poor and disadvantaged for your problems, be part of these great United States

---

Christopher Zullo @ChrisZullo · 14h

The anger, fear and resentment Donald Trump is fostering by not speaking out against supporters prejudices and xenophobia encouraging them to taunt and batter those who ideologically oppose them is not what makes America great. Our leaders must set examples

---
2) Bernie Sanders and 3) Joe Biden

Bernie Sanders owns three homes

Joe Biden rents a house for $20,000/month and owns two others

Barack Obama has a mansion and a $15 million compound in Martha’s Vineyard

How did they make all their money?

Lecturing average Americans on income inequality

😊

7:24 PM - 28 Aug 2019

24,427 Retweets 63,906 Likes
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@ahollabiezelezel • Aug 28

Replied to @charliekirk11

Their property should be expropriated and used to house impoverished and homeless, those people aren’t socialist they’re of the same caliber as trump and his family.

23 23 42

Kimberly McFadden @KimmeriNaps • Aug 28

Difference is Trump earned his money outside of politics.

109 19 258
Elizabeth Warren says it’s “obscene” to profit off of students

Really?

Cost of one Warren-authored textbook—$258.97

Cost of one Warren-co-authored textbook—$126.78

Cost of one Warren-authored supplemental chapter—$60

Cost of Elizabeth Warren’s one-year salary—$430,000
5) Kamala Harris

Let’s never forget that Kamala Harris lied in attempt to ruin the lives of Justice Kavanaugh and his family, simply to build herself up for 2020.

Totally despicable.

5:30 PM - 2 Sep 2019

9,085 Retweets 27,744 Likes

steve_robinet @steveRobinett915 · Sep 2
Replying to @RyanAFournier
Someone needs to post Kamala’s prosecution record!

DianeconNJ @DianeconNJ · Sep 2
Replying to @RyanAFournier
I WILL NEVER FORGET.
6) Beto O’Rourke

Beto O’Rourke: “If you own an AK-47 or AR-15, you’ll have to sell them to the government.”

Democrats don’t even try to hide it anymore:

They are coming for your guns

And if they win back Congress, they will do everything they can to void the 2nd Amendment

We can’t let them.

12:45 PM - 31 Aug 2019

1.9K t 11K 25K

John Betts @JohnFromCranber - Aug 31

Replying to @charliekirk11

Comment to Dems: Why do Conservatives support the Second Amendment so strongly? Because we don’t trust leftists any further than we can spit.

And the more you agitate to disarm us, the more we realize just how important it is to retain our Second Amendment Rights

45 t 250 651

Charlie Kirk @charliekirk11

Founder & President of @TPUSA Proud capitalist. Best Selling Author. We are all sinners, saved by Jesus. Opinions here are my own.

Chicago, Illinois
podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the...
Joined: May 2011
7) Tulsi Gabbard

BREAKING: Tulsi Gabbard BLOCKED From Next Democrat Debates After Destroying Kamala Harris

Gabbard Blocked From Next Democrat Debate After Destroying Kamala Harris
Democratic Presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard shocked the country during the second round of primary debates when she hammered Senator Kamala Harris for...

12:17 PM · 28 Aug 2019
3,452 Retweets 4,866 Likes

через Jack Murphy
@RealJack
Co-Founder TrendingPolitics.com & ILMFOrg | Politic...
8) Andrew Yang

Joe Biden
Mayor Pete
Julian Castro
Beto
Gillibrand
Bennett
Delaney
Tim Ryan
Andrew Yang

ALL went to private schools in K-12

So why do they want to abolish charter schools and eliminate school choice?

😊

5:05 AM - 28 Aug 2019

4,630 Retweets 9,160 Likes
9) Cory Booker

Cory Booker voted against lowering drug prices in the Senate.

Cory Booker also received over 400,000 dollars from big pharma in the past 6 years.

He sold New Jersey out as Senator.

Why wouldn’t he sell America out as president?

 localtime - 31 Aug 2019

14,128 Retweets 32,818 Likes

Dave Cooperman @comicsdavecooper - Aug 31

Replying to @charliekirk11

Maybe his commercials should reflect his drug ties. "Do you suffer from being a total hypocrite for personal gain... Many leftists do. That’s why I take Lib State. Lib State will allow you total hypocrisy, without the after effects of getting voted out..."

 localtime - 31 Aug 2019

4 Retweets 19 Likes 73 Loves
10) Pete Buttigieg

Pete Buttigieg is the latest candidate trying to reboot his failing campaign.

The problem for 2020 Dems is this:

No matter how many times they try, voters are still going to reject their far-left socialist agenda.

2:21 PM - 31 Aug 2019

2,371 Retweets 8,351 Likes

Tracy Gies @trackallan - Aug 31
Repeating to @GOPChairwoman
If universal healthcare is a far-left policy, then I guess I'm a far-left voter. But I think UC has favored by Republicans in the past.

1 Retweet 1 Like 3 Love

Ronna McDaniel @GOPChairwoman
@GOPChairwoman | Wife, mother of two
*. goo.gl/CYmMU2
Joined February 2014